Waterproofing and Types of Drains

4” PVC Downspout Burial w/
Y Fitting for Future Clean-out

Yard Drain Box

12” Drain Box
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Channel Drains
Removed & Replaced Small Basement Drain w/ 4” Wide Channel Drain
Tied into Existing Basement Sump Pump

Dura-Slope Channel Drain Set in
Concrete in Front of Garage Doors

4” Channel Drain Set in
Concrete in Driveway

Pictured to the right and below is a channel drain
installed between existing concrete and new paver
pool deck. This drain has decorative top grate

Drain Boxes
18” Drain Box w/ Green Atrium Grate

18” Drain Box w/ Atrium Grate

Commercial 30” Drain
with cast iron Atrium grate
12” PVC Drain Box Built into
Asphalt Driveway

12” PVC Box Drain w/
Easy Clean Containment
Off of Driveway

6” Brass Top Drain Set in
Natural Stone

6” Brass Top Drain Set in Pavers

Exterior waterproofing with
downspouts piped underground and
run away from the home. Multiple
drain boxes installed to collect water
in low lying yard. Rubber liner was
placed against the foundation and
under the decorative river rock.

Pop-Up Emitter

Pop up & drain install
note the size of the
French drain area so
the pipe can drain
underneath the lawn
and not freeze up in
the winter

Flo-Well System Being Installed

Sometimes windows are not a good
idea. We can close them in, waterproof
them, and re-grade away from the home

Existing French Drain
Around Foundation

Complex drainage system to alleviate
drainage problems between two homes.
Notice the 4” pipe grading into the
larger 6” main for maximum flow.

Waterproofing Basement Walls

The Rhine Way…..

Here you see the Rhine way during and after construction. We 1st contact Miss
Utility, next we lay-out the plan and make sure you understand and agree. We
slice your lawn/sod grass and set it aside to be reused. Place tarps and hand
excavate the soil, install hard white PVC (never the cheap black corrugated
pipe that collapses and can not be snaked out). Run water through the new
pipe and make sure the pipe grade is correct. Place soil over the pipes and
around boxes and compact that soil with hand compactors. Re-install your sod
grass, and wet roll it tight. The goal is to have you come home and be able to
see where we ran your new pipes. Please take note that if you have poor
stand of grass or if you need a mega system with lots of pipes or big
underground drain boxes than you might end up with topsoil and seed
covered in straw. We always talk about it first so you understand what your
results will look like.

Waterproofing Membranes Information

Waterproofing is the combination of materials used to prevent water intrusion into the
structural elements of a building or its finished spaces. Its main purpose is to resist
hydrostatic pressure exerted by moisture in the liquid state. Waterproofing membranes
consist of waterproof plastic, rubber, or coated-fabric materials. The materials are used
in a system to prevent the ingress of water into foundations, roofs, walls, basements,
buildings, and structures when properly installed. The term dampproofing is often
confused with waterproofing, however, dampproofing is a system designed to resist the
flow of moisture in a gaseous state i.e. water vapor.

Location of Waterproof Membrane
Depending on the structure and need, the waterproofing membrane can either be
applied to the interior (negative), such as the case with repairs, the exterior (positive), or
in places inaccessible by people (blindside).

Positive Side
Positive waterproofing membranes are applied to the exterior face of a structure. It can
be applied above, below, or at grade to surfaces that will get wet due to exposure to
weather conditions and the surrounding soil. Positive waterproofing is a critical step in
construction because it prevents moisture infiltration and protects structural
components, including the concrete and steel. It can also protect the surface from
freeze-thaw cycles and corrosive chemicals. When used for below grade surfaces (such
as sealing a foundation) it is available as a fluid applied membrane, sheet-membrane,
or as hydros clay and vapor barriers. The disadvantage of positive side waterproofing is
that it is inaccessible after construction except with costly removal of the topping
landscape. Positive side waterproofing should be used alone when the surface will be
exposed to corrosive soil, freeze-thaw cycles, and if there will be limitation to the interior
humidity.
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Negative Side
Negative side waterproofing is applied to the interior face of a structure. It keeps water
from entering an occupied space and is applied to what is known as the dry face.
Negative side waterproofing is primarily used for water holding purposes (prevent water
from entering space), but it does not prevent the water from entering the substrate
(wall). The materials used for negative waterproofing must be able to withstand
hydrostatic pressure. The most commonly used materials are epoxy injections and
cementitious coatings. The advantage of negative side waterproofing is that it is
accessible after installation for repairs or updates. Negative side waterproofing allows
moisture into the substrate which can be seen as an advantage and disadvantage.
Moisture promotes active curing of the concrete substrate, but it contributes to the
corrosion of the concrete and steel reinforcements from the groundwater and chemicals.
This type of membrane does not protect against the effects of the freeze-thaw cycle and
can only be used on cemenitious systems.
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Interior Basement Waterproofing & New Sump Pump

This is what it looks like after
cutting and removing concrete
and installing the new French
drainage system in basement.

New sump pump and
discharge pipe installed
in corner of basement.

Close up photo of dimpled drain board. This
creates a 1” air space next to the foundation
to allow the water into the new French drain.

The finished product after the concrete
was re-installed.

Note: If you plan to allow the water into your home to then be collected and
pumped back outside then you better have a back-up plan. We recommend a
second sump-pump that is either battery back-up style or powered off of city
water that is available for your home. At a minimum having a whole home
generator and a spare sump-pump sitting in a box in the basement is a great plan
if your comfortable switching the pump out yourself. Don’t get caught asking the
water to come into your home if you’re not well prepared to get it back out.

Rhine provides a way to keep water OUT of your home
unlike most basement waterproofing companies which
invite the water in, collect it and then pump it out.

1st - We excavated to the footer

Grinding out the crack
and filling with
hydraulic cement

Found the crack along
the foundation

Pressure washing foundation to
find any additional cracks and
prepare for waterproofing tar

Covering the
foundation in
waterproofing tar

Then we fill with clean
gravel and cover with
fabric

Installing heavy-duty
rubber liner
against foundation

Installing new
foundation French drain

Lastly regrade with
topsoil to prevent
future issues

Mini-Excavator at work
cutting a swale.

Finished grading with
straw and strips of
Curlex sediment
blankets

End of the Line…
For your drain pipe, what are my options?
Pop –up

Flow- Well

Open ended in lawn

Open ended in stone

In a perfect world every underground pipe we run would be open ended into a nice rain garden, that
way we would reduce run-off and help protect both our property and our neighbor’s property. But to be
honest that rarely happens. The two main options these days are to either day-light the end of the pipe
or to have a pop-up admitter. What’s the better way? The best is always to be day-lighted but that can
not always happen. When the pipe can be day-lighted / open ended the water can free flow out as well
as leaves & other trash that might find its way into your gutters or drain boxes, for maintenance simply
keep the end of the pipe clean and pull out leaves and trash with your hand as needed. With a pop-up
they can clog-up and they tend to freeze in the winter. But when you do the full treatment for a pop-up
& you do your required maintenance they tend to do pretty well. The full treatment is digging a large pit
to have a proper French drain under the pop-up elbow & making sure there is a ½” drain hole drilled into
the elbow, this way the water can flow out thru the top when the rain is coming down and that the
reminder of the water can seep into the earth thru the hole / French drain so the pipe dry’s out and
cannot freeze in the cold. One last alternative is a Flow-Well underground drain system, this allows
water to better seep into the Earth and when the whole box & gravel pit is saturated the excess water
flows onto the lawn surface; love this system but it adds a great deal of cost and we seem to only use it
on very level lawns that have no slope to run the water downhill and then our only choice becomes
taking the water underground.

5 Year Guarantee
As you can see we take water very serious here at Rhine and our
fundamental belief is that it is always best to keep water out of your
home rather than inviting it in and then pumping it back out. So when
you hire Rhine you need to know we believe in over building and over
protecting whenever possible to ensure that we do our best to protect
you home & your property from our ever-changing climate, as it feels
the storms are getting worse and more frequent.
So if you allow us to put the right size pipes and right style of practices
that we feel are the very best fit in-place at your home we will stand
behind our work for 5 years after we’ve completed the job and we have
received payment in-full.
I hope you found our pictures and write-ups helpful and I hope we can
earn the opportunity to help protect your home and property from
water damage.

-Jay Rhine
President & Founder.

